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Abstract— Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) Reflectometry uses reflected GNSS signals for Earth remote sensing
applications. Absolute calibration of a Delay Doppler Map
(DDM) requires an accurate estimate of the effective isotropic
radiated power (EIRP) of the GNSS transmitter, e.g., Global
Positioning System (GPS). However, variable transmit power
by numerous Block II Follow-on (IIF) and II ReplenishmentModernized (IIR-M) GPS space vehicles has been observed due
to their flex power mode. Nonuniformity in the GPS antenna
gain patterns further complicates EIRP estimation. A dynamic
calibration approach is developed to address GPS EIRP variability. It uses measurements by the direct received GPS signal
to estimate GPS EIRP in the specular reflected direction and
then incorporates it into the calibration of normalized bistatic
radar cross section (NBRCS). Error analyses using Monte Carlo
simulations and a root sum of squares (RSS) approach show
that the resulting error in NBRCS is about 0.32 dB. Dynamic
EIRP calibration instantaneously detects and corrects for power
fluctuations in the GPS transmitters and significantly reduces
errors due to GPS antenna gain azimuthal asymmetry. It allows
observations with the most variable Block IIF transmitters
(approximately 37% of the GPS constellation) to be included in
the standard data products and further improves the calibration
quality of NBRCS and geophysical data products.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
LOBAL Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) provides
positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT) services on
a global basis [1], [2]. GNSS-Reflectometry (GNSS-R) uses
the reflected GNSS signals from the Earth surface for remote
sensing applications [3]. Most current and future GNSS-R
spaceborne missions use the Global Positioning System (GPS)
as an active source. An aircraft experiment demonstrated that
GNSS-R could be used to sense ocean surface roughness
and wind speed [4], [5]. More elaborate airborne GNSS-R
campaigns were conducted to measure various geophysical
parameters of the Earth environment, including the retrieval of
wind speed above rough seas [6], [7], the mean square slope
of the ocean surface [8], and wind speed in tropical cyclones
[9], [10]. GNSS-R instruments were developed and launched
into space with the following satellite missions: U.K. Disaster
Monitoring Constellation (DMC) [11], [12], TechDemoSat-1
(TDS-1) [13], NASA Cyclone Global Navigation Satellite System (CYGNSS) [14], [15], 3 Cat-2 [16], BuFeng-1 A/B [17],
Spire CubeSats [18], and Federated Satellite Systems CubeSat Assessment and Test (FSSCat) [19]. The spaceborne
GNSS-R measurements have demonstrated that they provide accurate geophysical retrievals, including: 1) sea surface
height [20], [21], wind speed in tropical cyclones [22]–[24] as
well as global winds [25], [26], and swell waves over ocean
surface [27]–[29]; 2) soil moisture content [30]–[33], biomass
[34], [35], flood inundation [36], [37], and wetland dynamics
[38], [39] over the land surface; and 3) sea ice [40], [41] and
glaciers in the cryosphere [42], [43].
The typical GNSS-R observables are the delay waveforms
and Delay Doppler Maps (DDMs). The intensity of every
DDM pixel is proportional to the scattered power originating from the surface. Early retrieval algorithms for airborne
GNSS-R experiments [6] use the trailing edge slope and the
complete shape of the waveform and compare against analytical models based on geometric optics (GO) [8]. A similar
approach was developed by minimizing a cost function of the
model-generated delay waveforms under different wind speeds
and the measured waveform computed from the raw data
sets for the U.K. DMC mission [11]. These waveform-based
approaches do not require absolute calibration of the received
power and the retrievals are only dependent on the shape
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of the waveform. On airborne platforms, these approaches
use portions of the DDM that correspond to scattering from
areas on the surface of a few km2 . However, at spaceborne
altitudes and velocities, the same delay and Doppler ranges
can correspond to surface areas of one hundred or more km2 .
This would significantly degrade the spatial resolution and
scientific value of geophysical data products derived from
the measurements. Well calibrated normalized bistatic radar
cross section (NBRCS) measurements will also provide more
physical insight into the scattering mechanism for in-depth
studies of ocean surface processes and their relation to the
wind- and swell-generated waves.
A different series of retrieval approaches was based on
use of the bistatic radar cross section (BRCS) derived from
the DDMs. A model-based algorithm was developed for
the U.K. DMC experiment by matching measured BRCS
with model predictions, although erroneous assumptions made
about the transmitters did introduce calibration errors [44]. The
TDS-1 mission uses the average BRCS to retrieve wind speed,
with an assumption that BRCS is constant over the glistening
zone. An empirical geophysical modeling function (GMF) is
generated by collocating the averaged BRCS measurements
with the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) wind. It has been demonstrated that the
accuracy of wind speed retrieval is significantly impacted by
the calibration quality of the BRCS observable [45].
The CYGNSS mission also uses empirical GMFs derived
from the CYGNSS observables, including NBRCS and the
leading edge slope (LES) of the delay waveform, which
are nearly coincident with independent estimates of the
Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications, Version 2 (MERRA-2) wind speed. By linearizing
the GMF, it is shown that the component of wind speed
error due to measurement error will be large for high wind
speeds. This indicates that in the regime of high wind speed,
the calibration quality of the NBRCS and LES observables is
extremely important to the accuracy of the wind speed retrieval
[46], [47].
One of the key parameters used in the calibration of NRBCS
is the effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) of the Global
Navigation System (GPS) satellites, defined as the product
of transmit power and antenna gain. It determines the exact
power density incident on the Earth surface and, therefore,
knowledge of it is very significant to the calibration quality
[48]. The major challenges in the estimate of the GPS EIRP
are presented in [49] and summarized here: 1) the variation
of the transmit power; 2) limited knowledge of the transmit
antenna gain pattern; and 3) the gain uncertainty due to pattern
asymmetry and spacecraft yaw maneuvers. The CYGNSS
version 2.1 (v2.1) Level 1b (L1b) calibration algorithm makes
the following assumptions to determine the GPS EIRP in the
direction of the specular reflection point: 1) static values for
the effective GPS transmit power (L1 C/A code), as estimated
using a GPS constellation power monitor (GCPM) system
[50]; and 2) estimate of the GPS transmit antenna gain
in the direction of the specular reflection point using an
off-boresight azimuthal averaged estimate of the individual
GPS transmitters, based on the publicly available prelaunch
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measured patterns of Block II Replenishment (IIR) and IIRModernized (IIR-M) satellites provided by Lockheed-Martin
[51] and release controlled prelaunch pattern estimates for the
Boeing Block II Follow-on (IIF) satellites. This approach has
proved successful at reducing the CYGNSS data products’
dependence on the block type and individual space vehicle (SV) of the GPS transmitter for all but the Block IIF
SVs [52]. The variability in transmit power with Block IIF
is unacceptably large and they have been screened out of the
v2.1 data release for that reason.
However, there are still remaining issues in the estimate of
the GPS EIRP, including 1) existing errors in the estimated
transmit power; 2) flex transmit power of the GPS Block
IIR-M and IIF SVs [53], [54]; and 3) inaccurate estimate of
the GPS transmit antenna gain due to the azimuthal asymmetry
of its gain pattern. More details are discussed in Section II.
To address these issues, a dynamic calibration approach is
developed which uses the CYGNSS direct (zenith) channel
to estimate the GPS EIRP in the direction of the specular
reflection point [55]. By incorporating the calibrated EIRP
into the CYGNSS L1b algorithm, this approach recovers all
flagged observations from the GPS Block IIF to be included
in the standard science data products and further improves the
data quality of NBRCS.
The outline of this article is as follows. Section II reviews
the challenges in estimating the GPS EIRP and the motivation
of this research. Section III presents the methodology and
algorithm. Section IV discusses the error analysis of the
calibration algorithm. Section V shows the results, including
the estimated GPS EIRP and the impact on the CYGNSS
NBRCS. Section VI discusses future improvement plans and
summarizes this article.
II. M OTIVATION
Current operational GPS satellites have 4 different block
types of SVs, including 8 IIR, 7 IIR-M and 12 IIF, and
4 III. Among these, the IIR, IIR-M, and III SVs were built
by Lockheed Martin and the IIF SVs were built by Boeing.
Differences in the design and manufacturing of the SVs and,
in particular, in the transmitted power and transmit antenna
patterns introduce corresponding differences in the GPS EIRP,
which, if not properly accounted for, increase the uncertainty
of the measurement.
One primary determiner of EIRP is the GPS transmit
power. According to GPS specifications, the power referenced
to the transmit antenna input port is at least 14.3 dBW
(27 watts). However, typical GPS satellites broadcast 2–4 dB
more power than that value. Previous studies show that there
are differences in the GPS transmit power of individual IIR
block-type satellites [50]. Second, and more importantly,
a flex power mode of the Block IIR-M and IIF GPS satellites
was developed and implemented to redistribute the transmit
power between the individual signal components of the C/A,
P(Y), and M codes for increased protection against jamming
in certain regions. On February 7 and 8, 2017, 7 active IIR-M
satellites performed a commanded redistribution of transmit
power from M code to C/A and P(Y) codes. From January 27,
2017 to February 13, 2020, Block IIF GPS satellites have
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Fig. 1. Flex power of GPS SVN 63 (Block IIF) observed by two independent
ground-based GPS receivers, GCPM and NOAA CORS, separated by a
distance of ∼10 km based on the inserted Google Map.

implemented a geographically driven flex power mode, which
enables a ∼2.5 dB increase and decrease in the L1 C/A code’s
power with every orbit [54]. This flex power mode was simultaneously observed by the GCPM [50] and a local GPS Continuously Operating Reference Station (CORS) by National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), as shown
in Fig. 1. The carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N0 ) has increased more
than 2 dB for both systems. The difference between the C/N0
levels is caused by the different configurations of the two
GPS receivers, including the receiver system gain, the setting
of automatic gain control (AGC), and so on. The significant
power increase and decrease over several seconds repeat at
the same geographical location over consecutive days.
If an abrupt change of transmit power is not properly
accounted for, it will introduce a corresponding change in
the Level 1 NRBCS. This is a calibration error due to
the flex power event. Such unpredictable flex power events
prevent us from assigning a correct transmit power level
for Block IIF satellites. Therefore, observations from all IIF
satellites are flagged out in the v2.1 data set. This reduces
the CYGNSS measurement coverage by approximately 37%
and affects the revisit time of the mission. This will limit the
mission’s potential in many high-level scientific applications,
for example, tracking hurricane intensity and flood inundation
after landfall, resolving diurnal variations in ocean surface
winds and heat flux, and capturing the rapid dry down response
of soil moisture to extreme precipitation events.
The second primary determiner of EIRP is the transmit
antenna gain. The gain is defined as the product of the
directivity and the gain correction factor (GCF). However,
only the 20 antenna patterns of block-type 12 IIR and 8 IIR-M
satellites have been published in [51], while those of 12 IIF and
4 III satellites have not been publicly released. The published
prelaunch measured antenna patterns are not sufficient for the
CYGNSS Level 1 calibration because: 1) the on-orbit GPS
transmit antenna gain patterns are known to differ from the
prelaunch measured patterns, as the prelaunch measurements
were not made while mounted on the flight SV. This would
result in pattern distortions as the antenna interacted with the
spacecraft and additional avionics present on the same face as
the GPS transmit antenna; 2) the resolution of the published
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patterns is low, 2◦ in off-boresight angle and 10◦ in aroundboresight angle; and 3) the azimuthal asymmetry of GPS
antenna gain brings additional error if using an off-boresight
azimuthal averaged estimate or if not properly corrected for
spacecraft yaw attitude maneuvers [56], [57]. The limited
knowledge and possible measurement error of the directivity
reduce confidence in the estimate of antenna gain and, thus,
the GPS EIRP.
An absolute calibration algorithm would require replacement of simple off-boresight models with full GPS antenna
pattern estimates and GPS satellite yaw state modeling for
each transmitter. It is extremely difficult to estimate the
full pattern using limited ground-based GPS receivers. Also,
knowledge of the GPS satellite orientation is complicated by
its recurring yaw maneuvers. It is possible but would be rather
cumbersome to implement and would increase data latency in
order to obtain the necessary GPS satellite yaw states.
To summarize, a calibration technique is needed to solve
or mitigate the above two issues with GPS EIRP knowledge.
It should be able to 1) detect and correct for power fluctuations
in all GPS transmitters and 2) reduce calibration errors due to
the azimuthal asymmetry of the GPS antenna gain pattern.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
A. Overview of the Dynamic EIRP Calibration
CYGNSS Level 1a (L1a) calibration converts each bin in
the Level 0 DDM from raw counts to units of watts. Then,
the CYGNSS L1b calibration generates two data products
associated with each L1a DDM: 1) a bin-by-bin calculation
of the surface BRCS, or σ , and 2) bin-by-bin values of
the effective scattering areas. With other metadata, these two
intermediate variables are used to compute the NBRCS [58] as


 2  R 2


R
Pg τ̂ , fˆ (4π)3 R T
(1)
σ̄ τ̂ , fˆ =
E S λ2 G SR


where Pg τ̂ , fˆ is the L1a calibrated signal power at a specific
delay (τ̂ ) and Doppler ( fˆ) bin, R T is the range from the transmitter to the surface, R R is the range from the surface to the
receiver, E S is the GPS EIRP in the direction of the specular
reflection point, λ is the wavelength for GPS L1 signals, and
G SR is the receiver antenna gain at the specular point.
Dynamic EIRP calibration uses measurement made by the
CYGNSS direct (zenith) channel to solve for GPS EIRP in
the direction of the zenith antenna (E Z ). E S is then estimated
from E Z and a correction is made to the Level 1 NBRCS
calibration. The measurement geometry is illustrated in Fig. 2.
In this way, 8 CYGNSS zenith receivers are converted into
8 real-time GPS power monitor systems. By making direct,
temporally coincident estimates of the GPS EIRP, this dynamic
EIRP calibration algorithm can instantaneously detect and
correct for power fluctuations in all GPS block transmitters.
This approach also reduces errors due to GPS antenna gain
azimuthal asymmetry because the azimuthal angles of the
zenith and nadir propagation paths are the same.
B. Calibration of the CYGNSS Zenith Signal
The zenith channel of the GPS receiver on CYGNSS
was originally intended for navigation only, so there was no
calibration capability included to convert the raw counts of
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TABLE I
Z ENITH C OUNTS TO P OWER C ONVERSION C OEFFICIENTS

where TLNA is the temperature of the LNA. G LNA is calculated
using a prelaunch lookup table (LUT) of gain versus physical
temperature.
C. Characterization of CYGNSS Zenith Antenna Pattern

Fig. 2. Concept of the dynamic EIRP calibration algorithm (GPS antenna
nominally points toward center of Earth). E Z and E S are the GPS EIRP
in the direction of the CYGNSS satellite and the specular reflection point,
respectively.

the direct navigation signal into power in watts. In addition,
the zenith channel contains an AGC feature. Although the
AGC ensures a consistent signal power level for navigation
data processing purposes, the state of the AGC at any given
time is not recorded by the receiver, which prohibits calibration
of the direct-path GPS signal power. As of August 1, 2018,
the AGC feature was disabled on all 8 CYGNSS flight models
(FMs) and a constant gain value was used instead. Prior to this
change, the ability to perform navigation functions properly
over the full dynamic range of expected signal levels was
verified.
Calibration of the zenith navigation receiver for power
measurements was done using an engineering model (EM)
of the CYGNSS receiver together with a GPS signal simulator (GSS) to emulate the on-orbit measurements [59].
A second-order power series expression was determined from
the EM+GSS measurements, as given in Table I. It converts
the raw counts (C Z = I Z2 + Q 2Z in dB) measured by the
zenith channel of the receiver, which is computed from the inphase (I Z ) and quadrature-phase (Q Z ) components, into power
referenced to the input port of the receiver (PZ is originally
computed in dB watts and then converted into a linear scale) as
given by
PZ = aC Z2 + bC Z + c.

(2)

The received power referenced to the output port of the
zenith navigation antenna, PR , can be determined from PZ
after correcting for the gain of the zenith low noise amplifier
(LNA) G LNA according to
PR =

PZ
G LNA (TLNA )

(3)

The accuracy of the estimated GPS EIRP depends on knowledge of the CYGNSS zenith antenna gain pattern, G R (θ, φ).
Prior to launch, antenna measurements were performed in
an anechoic chamber using a zenith antenna installed on an
approximate CYGNSS satellite mock-up. Those measurements
indicated that the antenna pattern was extremely sensitive
to coupling and multipath from nearby satellite structures
(e.g., the solar panels and other electrical elements) which
were not deployed or positioned with sufficient repeatability
between spacecraft. For this reason, it was concluded that
the chamber measurements would be inadequate to accurately
represent the CYGNSS zenith antenna patterns on the actual
satellites and an on-orbit determination of the patterns would
be necessary.
The CYGNSS zenith antennas were characterized on-orbit
using a large collection of CYGNSS measurements of the
direct GPS signal strength made by a subset of the GPS satellites for which the transmit power level does not change appreciably over time. Individual CYGNSS antenna gain patterns
were determined for each of the eight satellites, as described in
[59]. One example of the resulting pattern (for CYGNSS FM
1) is shown in Fig. 3(a). Since the CYGNSS receivers only
record direct measurements from GPS satellites for which a
reflected measurement is also made, the measurement density
used to estimate the antenna patterns is not uniformly distributed across the pattern. An example measurement density is
shown in Fig. 3(b). Only portions of the antenna pattern with
high sampling density are used for Level 1 calibration of the
reflected signal.
D. Estimating GPS EIRP Toward the CYGNSS Satellite
The Friis transmission equation can be rearranged to solve
for E Z , the GPS satellite EIRP in the direction of the CYGNSS
satellite, as
EZ =

PR
(4π R)2
2
λ
G R (θ R , φ R )

(4)

where R is the range from the GPS satellite to the CYGNSS
satellite, λ = 0.19 m is the GPS signal wavelength, PR is the
received power of the GPS signal as calculated by (3), G R is
the gain pattern of the receive antenna, and θ R and φ R are the
off-boresight and azimuthal angles of the GPS satellite in the
receive antenna reference frame.
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To begin, substituting (5) into (6) removes the dependence on GPS transmit power. The ZSR is equal to the
time-independent ratio of GPS antenna gain in two directions,
or
PT (t)G T (θ Z , φ Z ) G T (θ Z , φ Z )
=
. (8)
ZSR(θ Z , θ S , φ Z , φ S ) =
PT (t)G T (θ S , φ S ) G T (θ S , φ S )
Next, two approximations are made to simplify the form
of (8). First, it is observed that, for specular reflection geometries, the azimuth angles φ Z and φ S are nearly identical.
Therefore, we can rewrite the ZSR as a function of a single
azimuth angle φ, or
ZSR(θ Z , θ S , φ Z , φ S )  ZSR(θ Z , θ S , φ)

(9)

where φ = φ Z = φ S .
Second, it is observed that both of the elevation angles, θ Z
and θ S , are (within a small fraction of a degree) related in a
one-to-one fashion to the specular incidence angle θinc , or
θ Z  θ Z (θinc )
θ S  θ S (θinc ).

(10)
(11)

Note that the relationships in (10) and (11) are only valid for
a limited range of CYGNSS satellite altitudes. As CYGNSS
satellite altitudes change over the life of the mission, the functional relationships may need to be recalculated. Using (10)
and (11), the ZSR is approximated as
Fig. 3. (a) Gain pattern of the CYGNSS FM 1 zenith antenna that receives
direct GPS signals. (b) Sampling density of direct-signal GPS measurements
used to estimate the zenith antenna gain pattern.

E. Zenith-to-Specular Ratio (Z S R) Function
The time varying EIRP for a particular GPS satellite is the
product of its transmit power PT at time t and its realized
antenna gain G T (θ, φ)
E(t, θ, φ)=PT (t)G T (θ, φ)

(5)

where the elevation and azimuth angles (θ, φ) specify a
direction in the GPS antenna reference frame.
For the geometric arrangement of the GPS satellite,
CYGNSS satellite, and specular reflection point depicted
in Fig. 2, we define the zenith-to-specular ratio (ZSR) as the
ratio of the GPS EIRP in two specific directions
ZSR 

E(t, θ Z , φ Z )
EZ
=
ES
E(t, θ S , φ S )

(6)

where (θ Z , φ Z ) is the direction to the CYGNSS satellite and
(θ S , φ S ) is the direction to the specular reflection point.
Ultimately, our goal is to determine E S , the GPS EIRP in the
direction of the specular reflection point, from measurements
of E Z , the GPS EIRP in the direction of the CYGNSS satellite.
To accomplish this, we develop an approximation of the ZSR
function, 
ZSR, and use it to scale E Z , as given by
ES 

EZ
.

ZSR

The derivation of 
ZSR is detailed below.

(7)

ZSR(θ Z , θ S , φ Z , φ S )

G T (θ Z (θinc ), φ)
.
G T (θ S (θinc ), φ)

(12)

At this point, the ZSR is expressed as a function of
two parameters, the specular incidence angle, θinc , and the
azimuthal angle of the specular reflection point in the GPS
antenna reference frame, φ. If one examines the published
GPS antenna patterns, they can be seen to exhibit significant
variation in both elevation and azimuth. However, the relative
dependence of gain on elevation at a fixed azimuth angle does
not change significantly with azimuth. For that reason, the ZSR
function is more weakly dependent on azimuth angle than is
the gain itself. This suggests that the azimuthally dependent
ZSR function in (12) can be approximated by its average value
over all azimuth angles, as given by
 2π
G T (θ Z (θinc ), φ)
1

dφ.
(13)
ZSR(θinc ) 
2π 0 G T (θ S (θinc ), φ)
In practice, the integral in (13) is performed numerically by
averaging over 36 discrete cuts of the patterns in 10◦ azimuthal
increments.
The approximated ZSR is now a function of a single
parameter, θinc , the specular incidence angle. It is evaluated
separately for each GPS satellite. The resulting ZSR functions
for all GPS satellites are shown in Fig. 4, color coded by
block type and antenna design. Commonality in their behavior
for a given block type and antenna design can be clearly
seen. These ZSR functions were calculated using the prelaunch
measured GPS antenna patterns from [51]. For this work,
the pattern data were smoothed and interpolated by fitting a
power series polynomial to each azimuth cut of the published
pattern (36 cuts in total).
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TABLE II
E RROR A NALYSIS I NPUT PARAMETERS

Fig. 4. Calculated ZSR functions for each GPS satellite (grouped based on
satellite block type and antenna design).

was used directly to estimate EIRP—and if the yaw state of
the GPS satellite was not known—these standard deviation
values would represent 1-sigma uncertainties in the antenna
gain and, ultimately, in the derived science data products. The
azimuthal dependence of the ZSR is significantly weaker than
that of the antenna gain. For example, at 55◦ incidence, the
standard deviation is ∼0.1 dB, or roughly one-third that of the
gain. By using the ZSR function rather than the antenna gain
directly, the sensitivity of EIRP estimates to lack of knowledge
of the yaw state of a GPS satellite has been reduced by roughly
a factor of 3.
F. Estimating GPS EIRP Toward the Specular Point
The estimated GPS satellite EIRP in the specular point
direction is calculated as
EZ
ES =
.
(14)

Z S R(θinc )
By combining (3), (4), and (14), E S can be expressed as
PZ
(4π R)2
(15)
λ2 G LNA (TLNA )G R (θ R , φ R )
ZSR(θinc )
and is used in the CYGNSS L1b calibration algorithm to
estimate NBRCS from the CYGNSS measurements using (1).
ES =

Fig. 5. Standard deviation of the azimuthal variation of the ZSR function
(blue) and GPS antenna gain pattern (dashed red) as a function of specular
incidence angle.

One key aspect of the ZSR approximation in (13) is that it
can be used without knowledge of the GPS satellite yaw state,
which is difficult to obtain in practice. The accuracy of the
approximation relies on the weak azimuthal dependence of
the ZSR function given in (12). To demonstrate the validity of
the approximation, Fig. 5 quantifies the azimuthal variation
of the ZSR. Although results are only shown for a single
GPS satellite, spacecraft vehicle number (SVN) 56, the results
for other SVNs are similar. Azimuthal variations in the ZSR
(solid blue curve) are characterized by the standard deviation
(taken in dB) over all azimuth angles at a particular specular
incidence angle. It can be observed that the standard deviation
of the error is very small and is ∼0.1 dB or less over
most incidence angles. For comparison, Fig. 5 also shows the
standard deviation of the GPS antenna gain pattern (dashed
red curve), which is mapped to specular incidence angle for
comparison with the ZSR function. The standard deviation of
the gain pattern can be seen to rise to 0.2 dB at ∼20◦ incidence
and 0.3 dB at ∼55◦ incidence. If the GPS antenna gain pattern

IV. E RROR A NALYSIS OF EIRP E STIMATE
Analysis of the uncertainty associated with estimates of
the GPS EIRP is made in two ways, by using a bottom-up
decomposition of the estimation algorithm into its component
sources of error and by analyzing Monte Carlo trials of the
end-to-end computation. In both cases, the individual sources
of error are assumed to be independent and uncorrelated.
The assumption of independence is likely not strictly valid
due, for example, to correlations between some of the errors
and variations in the physical temperature of the instrument.
Independence is assumed here for simplicity in the initial error
analysis, and a more thorough characterization of correlations
between the sources of error is left as a topic for future
work.
A. Quantifying Error Terms
The terms in (15) which are subject to errors are defined
below and their standard deviations are listed in Table II:
1) R : Error in knowledge of the distance between the
GPS transmitter and the zenith receiver. This is primarily
due to the errors in the accuracy of the positioning.
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2) Pz : Error in the converted zenith power at the delay
mapping receiver (DMR) input port. This is due to errors
in the raw counts C Z and the second-order polynomial coefficients derived from the EM+GSS calibration
experiment.
3) G L N A : Error in the zenith receiver gain. This is due
to errors in the measured amplifier temperature and in
the prelaunch LUT of gain versus physical temperature.
4) G R : Error in the zenith antenna gain. This is primarily
due to errors in the pattern estimation procedure and in
the interpolation process.
5) Z S R : Error in the GPS antenna ZSR function.
This is due to errors in the gain pattern, the mapping from the GPS off-boresight angles to the specular incidence angle, and the azimuthal variability of
ZSR functions. Note that ZSR depends on incidence
angle and a typical value is selected for the range of
incidence angles with the highest density of CYGNSS
observables.
B. Root of Sum of Squares (RSS) Error
Using the error analysis approach in [58] and [60],
the RSS of the individual error sources can be calculated
as
 5
1/2

2
[E(qi )]
(16)
E S =

Fig. 6.

EIRP to zenith E Z estimated using the zenith signal.

Therefore, the relative error of E S can be calculated as
E S
2
2
2
= 4α 2R + α 2P + αGLNA
+ αGR
+ αZSR
.
(20)
ES
The error coefficient for the range α R is calculated using 1
day’s data measured by CYGNSS FM 1. Because the range
R between GPS and CYGNSS satellites is of the order of 107
meter, this error is extremely small. The final RSS error of the
EIRP estimate to specular point is 0.3185 dB.

i=1

where qi is the respective error parameter of the five variables
in (15), and the individual error terms can be estimated by
taking the partial derivative of the equation, such that each
error team can be quantized as


 ∂ ES 
qi

(17)
E(qi ) = 
∂q 
i

where each term can be expressed as
PZ
1
(4π)2
R
(18-a)
λ2 G LNA G R ZSR
1
1
(4π R)2
E S (PZ ) =
PZ
(18-b)
λ2 G LNA G R ZSR
PZ
1
(4π R)2
G LNA (18-c)
E S (G LNA ) =
λ2 G 2LNA G R ZSR
PZ
1
(4π R)2
G R
(18-d)
E S (G R ) =
λ2 G LNA G 2R ZSR
PZ
1
(4π R)2
ZSR. (18-e)
E S (ZSR) =
λ2 G LNA G R ZSR2
It is noted that the error terms in Table II, except R, are
relative errors. Let R = α R R, Pz = α P Pz , G LNA =
αGLNA G LNA , G R = αGR G R , ZSR = αZSR ZSR, and (18)
can be written as
E S (R) = 2R

E S (R) = 2α R E S
E S (PZ ) = α P E S

(19-a)
(19-b)

E S (G LNA ) = αGLNA E S
E S (G R ) = αGR E S

(19-c)
(19-d)

E S (ZSR) = αZSR E S .

(19-e)

C. Error Estimate Using Monte Carlo Simulation
To independently verify the RSS error approach, a Monte
Carlo simulation is also conducted. Error sources are assumed
to be independent and uncorrelated. Random noise is generated using a Gaussian distribution with zero-mean and 1-σ
uncertainty (error magnitude in Table II). The noise is added
to each variable and input to (15) to calculate the model
prediction. The population of model outcomes is then analyzed
to determine the overall error.
A single estimate of the standard deviation of the specular
EIRP, E S , is derived from 106 realizations of (15). This is
then repeated 104 times and those estimates are averaged
together. The final error estimate of E S using this Monte Carlo
approach is 0.3239 dB, which agrees closely with the RSS
approach.
D. Error Analysis Discussion
The two approaches to error analysis agree well, with both
estimating ∼0.32-dB relative error. This reduces the 0.4-dB
error term of E(PT ) + E(G T ) in v2.1 Level 1 calibration [58]
by about 20%. Besides, the 0.4-dB error does not consider flex
power events which can introduce much larger errors, thus the
improvement could possibly be larger.
It should be noted that: 1) the error term is dependent on
the specular incidence angle because the ZSR function has
a dependence on the geometry; 2) there are very small errors
caused by the empirical mapping of the two GPS off-boresight
angles to the specular incidence angle; and 3) the antenna
gain patterns of the CYGNSS zenith antenna and GPS antenna
are retrieved using measured direct signal, so there may exist
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Fig. 7. Average map of estimated EIRP to the specular point of GPS SVN 68. (a) Flex power mode 1, Year 2019 DOY 276–365. (b) Flex power mode 4,
Year 2020 DOY 46–135.

interdependent relationships between these variables. These
issues will be studied and investigated as future work.
V. C ALIBRATION OF GPS EIRP
A. Detection of GPS Flex Power Events
Fig. 6 shows an example of multiple ground tracks of
E Z , the EIRP toward the zenith antenna, for observations by
CYGNSS FM 1 of GPS SVN 63 transmissions. The color
scale denotes the EIRP in dBW. A flex power change of
around 2.5 dB is clearly evident. The repeatability of these
flex power events over a long time span demonstrates that it is
a geographically driven commanded change, as shown in [54].
This also demonstrates that the CYGNSS zenith signal, as a
spaceborne power monitor system, provides a measurement
of flex power that is of comparable accuracy to the two
ground-based GPS stations.
Fig. 8.

B. Global Map of GPS EIRP
The geolocation of GPS flex power events can be illustrated by considering the global distribution of EIRP measured by CYGNSS. For Block IIF SVs, there are two flex
power modes: mode 1 changes the power of C/A, P(Y), and
M codes, while mode 4 changes the P(Y) and M codes but not
C/A code [61].
Fig. 7 shows a global map of GPS EIRP to the specular
point, E S , for SVN 68, a Block IIF SV, running in flex
power mode 1 (Year 2019, day of year (DOY) 276–365)
and 4 (Year 2020, DOY 46-135), respectively. The estimated
GPS EIRPs measured by all 8 CYGNSS FMs are binned
based on the geolocation of the specular point and averaged
in 2◦ latitude by 4◦ longitude cells with all specular incidence
angles included. In Fig. 7(a), there are distinct levels of
EIRP over different regions, which are caused by the flex
power mode 1 as described in [61]. This agrees very well
with the flex power mode detected by German Aerospace
Center (DLR)’s independent measurement in [54]. In Fig. 7(b),
when the power of the C/A code does not change with every
orbit, the geographical dependence disappears. Note that this
EIRP global map is for all specular incidence angles, so it
includes the GPS off-boresight angle for the entire range of
the Earth service volume (13.8◦ off-boresight). That causes the
variations in the observed EIRP.

Case study of the NBRCS calibration during the GPS flex power.

VI. I MPACTS ON CYGNSS L EVEL 1 C ALIBRATION
A. Case Study of the GPS Flex Power
An example of the impact of a flex power transition (Year
2018, DOY 213; measured by CYGNSS FM 7) is shown
in Fig. 8. The GPS transmit power increases by ∼2.5 dB,
as measured by the zenith received power (black dashed line).
In Fig. 8, the nadir science measurements are over open
ocean, which has a relatively stable surface wind speed
(∼7 m/s). The red line shows the v2.1 calibrated Level 1
NBRCS (using the static LUT for the GPS EIRP estimation)
and features an abrupt change as the zenith power changes.
The nonphysical behavior of the NRBCS shows that the
change in transmit power has not been correctly accounted
for. The version 3.0 (v3.0) NBRCS (using the dynamic EIRP
calibration) is shown to be insensitive to the change in transmit
power. Note that measurements made during a flex power
event, when the EIRP is rapidly changing, are flagged and
removed by data quality control measures, causing a gap in
the NBRCS time series.
B. Time-Series Plot of the Level 1 NBRCS
Fig. 9 presents a time-series daily average of the v3.0 GPS
EIRP and NBRCS with signal source of 10 Block IIF
SVs operating in the geographically driven flex power mode
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Fig. 9. Time-series daily average of the ocean NBRCS and GPS EIRP
measured by CYGNSS using signals transmitted by the 10 Block IIF SVs
that were operating in flex power mode during the time period considered.

[54] from Year 2018 DOY 213 to Year 2020 DOY 319.
Clearly, when the flex power mode changes from mode 1
to mode 4 on February 14, 2020 (as denoted by the red
dashed line), the average GPS EIRP decreases. However,
the average NRBCS does not show any significant change.
This demonstrated that the Block IIF data are correctly calibrated and can be included in the official Level 1 data products
for higher level applications.
C. Improved Daily Coverage With Block IIF Data
Fig. 10 presents a daily coverage map without and with
Block IIF data. Clearly, by recovering observations from
the GPS Block IIF satellites and including them in the science data products, CYGNSS provides more nearly gap-free
measurements for improved science data coverage.
VII. S UMMARY AND F UTURE W ORK
A dynamic EIRP calibration approach is proposed to
address the calibration issue brought by the flex power mode
of the Block IIF and IIR-M satellites. CYGNSS direct signal
measurements (originally intended for navigation use only) are
calibrated and used to compute GPS transmitter EIRP in the
direction of the CYGNSS spacecraft. By applying corrections
to the direct signal EIRP, it is possible to estimate the GPS
EIRP in the direction of the specular reflection point.
This dynamic EIRP calibration algorithm instantaneously
detects and corrects for power fluctuations in all GPS transmitters and significantly reduces errors due to the azimuthal
asymmetry of the GPS antenna gain patterns. Error analysis
shows that the error in EIRP estimate is about 0.32 dB.
The dynamic EIRP calibration successfully detects power
fluctuations and corrects them in the calibration of nadir
science measurements. This approach allows observations with
Block IIF transmitters (approximately 37% of the entire data
set) to be included in the standard data products and further
improves the calibration quality.
It is useful to analyze the wind speed retrieval errors from
measurements taken: 1) in different regions of the zenith
antenna pattern: higher gain versus lower gain, quadrants,

Fig. 10. Daily coverage of CYGNSS measurements. (a) Without Block IIF
data. (b) With Block IIF data.

and off-boresight; and 2) in different ranges of the specular
incidence angle, which is related to the ZSR function and GPS
antenna pattern. Future work includes applying the following
improvements: 1) use refined zenith antenna gain pattern and
GPS ZSR functions; 2) implement a 2-D ZSR function for
EIRP correction, depending on the two off-boresight angles
rather than the specular incidence angles (avoiding the empirical mapping); 3) study the long-term variations in the LNA
gains and make corresponding corrections; and 4) conduct
an error analysis considering the interdependent relationship
between the five sources of error.
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